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LMW begins
‘vital’ $850k
irrigation
pipe upgrade

• A JOB WORTH DOING:
Interﬂow Field Operations
manager, Mick Fuller, and
Lower Murray Water manager
of Civil Maintenance, Geoff
Hepworth, inspect the pipe
upgrade works.

STATE-of-the-art technology
is being used for the first
time in Sunraysia to rehabilitate a vital section of Lower
Murray Water’s (LMW) irri- By
Vinnie Rodi
gation infrastructure.
LMW manager of Civil
Maintenance, Geoff Hep vinnie.rodi@milduraweekly.com.au
worth, said the technology
@MilduraWeekly
– an initiative of Interflow
Pty Limited, a leading prostructural, with the pipe we
vider in Australia and New are putting in becoming a
Zealand for repair, restora- standalone pipe, using grout
tion and renewal services of to fill in any of what we call
underground pipelines – was point loading failure.
being used to rehabilitate a
“Some 44 metres of this
triple, 1300mm diameter ir- plastic, which is made in
rigation syphon that feeds Adelaide, is required to comwater to 40 percent of the plete one lineal metre inside
former First Mildura Irriga- the pipe.”
tion Trust (FMIT) district
LMW has shut down the
near Irymple, Red Cliffs and system for 17 days to allow
Koorlong.
works to be completed, with
The underground triple an eight-man Interflow crew
syphon, which runs for 210 working seven days a week to
metres, including under the get the job done.
Calder Highway and a near“While supplying irrigaby rail line near the Mildura tion water to Koorlong and
Pound, is considered “a vital the surrounding irrigation
link” in the Channel K Sec- district, this syphon also
tion of the FMIT district, with feeds water to our Benetook
the $850,000 works getting Avenue storage dams,” Mr
under way last Friday.
Hepworth explained.
Interflow Field Opera“In the last 12 months,
tions manager, Mick Fuller, while this work has escalated,
said a combination of state- we’ve had two minor leaks in
of-the-art machinery and the system, which has essenpure manpower was essen- tially prompted these works.
tially winding a new pipe
“If we were to have a failwithin the existing triple sy- ure in this vital link during
phon – which is acting as a peak irrigation demand, say
type of mould or cast.
in the middle of summer, po“A machine drags the tentially millions of dollars
plastic lining, which will worth of produce would be
form the new pipe, down the jeopardised.
entire length the triple sy“It’s a project that had to
phon, with men inside ensur- be undertaken to eliminate
ing that the machine is doing that risk.”
its job correctly,” he said.
Mr Fuller said phase one
“Grouting works will of the rehabilitation project
then be undertaken to fill had actually commenced last
and seal any voids in the year, with a section of the
pipe. The existing pipe is syphon that runs under the

Calder Highway and nearby
rail line repaired.
“We are now going from
the start of the pipeline back
to the regulator,” he said.
“We’re working ahead of
schedule at the moment, and
look likely to finish, weather
permitting, before that 17day period is up.”
The triple syphon was
originally constructed in the
1950s, and while still structurally sound, Mr Hepworth
said the close proximity of all
three pipes made repairs difficult.
“Mainly because they
were laid so close together,”
he said. “We can’t excavate
the pipes because of that, so
this is the next best option.”
Mr Fuller said one of the
challenges of this particular
project was the length of the
pipeline.
“Traditionally pipelines
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of this nature run for 100
metres, not 200 metres,” he
said. “While we’ve done this
work with pipes this big before, it does create a slight
challenge.
“Essentially we’re replacing the current pipe without
having to dig it out, which
saves a lot of time.”
Mr Fuller said that due
to the timeline constraints
surrounding the project, In-

terflow had engaged four
members of its New Zealandbased team for the job. They
have been joined by a further
four members from Bendigo.
“These guys have vast
experience with this type
of technology,” Mr Fuller
said. “We have crews in Melbourne who also specialise in
this type of work, who were
unfortunately tied up with
other projects.

• ON THE JOB: Interflow
specialists Charlie Turner
and Kevin Watts help feed
plastic lining, LEFT, which is
wound around the inside of
the pipe, ABOVE, via stateof-the-art machinery and
old fashioned manpower.
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“It’s about ensuring that
we still have the best men for
the job on site.”
LMW is also looking to
feature the $850,000 project
in an upcoming Australian
Water Association publication, while also producing a
video for their social media
accounts.

